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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is Water
Do you know what H2O (water) is made up of? Water is a molecule
that is made up of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. When
these three atoms come together, they form a strong bond that is
difficult to break. This strong bond keeps a water molecule together for
millions and even billions of years. Water is a main component of
earth’s rivers, lakes, oceans and fluids for all living organisms. It is
colorless, odorless, tasteless and transparent and its cover over 70%
of the Earth surface. Similarly, 70% of our body is covered with water.

Why is it water important to us?
Why is water important in
our lives? It has to do with the unique
properties that water exhibits. Firstly, it
is one of the substances on Earth that is
formed in liquid form and at the temperature
that can commonly be found on the surface of our planet. Secondly,
it is a superb solvent as other substances can regularly and easily
dissolve in it. This allows water to carry nutrients to cells and eliminate
waste away from them.
Water molecules can as well expand in low temperature forming
crystal lattice structure. As it is less dense than water, it floats on the
surface thus creating a heat-trapping layer. This prevents underneath
water from freezing as it is crucial for the survival of marine life during
winter.
1

1.2 SD, SDG, ESD
Sustainable Development (SD)
SD refers to an unending quest to improve the quality of people’s lives and
surroundings, and to prosper without destroying the life-supporting systems
on which current and future generations of humans depend on (New Zealand
Parliamentary Commission for the Environment, 2004). SD is a continuous
effort to improve human’s life in the ecosystem including biotic and abiotic
factors and in order to ensure the well-being of the future generations. Biotic
factors refer to living organisms such as animals, plants and fungi. While
Abiotic factors refer to non-living physical and chemical substances such as
water, air, soil, rocks and sunlight. Both factors are interdependent with each
other to ensure ecosystem equilibrium.
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
In 2012, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) was formed at United
Nations Conference on SD in Rio de Janeiro. SDGs were developed to
succeed the MDGs which ended in 2015. MDGs had eight goals which were:

To eradicate
extreme
poverty and
hunger
To develop a
global partnership
for development

To ensure
environmental
sustainability

MDGs

To combat
HIV/AIDS,
malaria, and
other diseases

To achieve
universal
primary
education

To promote
gender equality
and empower
women

To reduce child
mortality
To improve
maternal health
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While SDGs have 17 goals:
1. No Poverty – End poverty in all its forms everywhere.

2. Zero Hunger – End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and
promote sustainable agriculture.

3. Good Health and Well-Being – Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for
all at all ages.

4. Quality Education – Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.

5. Gender Equality – Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.

6. Clean Water and Sanitation – Ensure availability and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all.

7. Affordable and Clean Energy – Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and clean energy for all.

8. Decent Work and Economic Growth – Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for
all.

9. Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure – Build resilient infrastructure, promote
inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation.

10. Reduced Inequalities – Reduce inequality within and among countries.
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11. Sustainable Cities and Communities – Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.

12. Responsible Consumption and Production – Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns.

13. Climate Action – Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.

14. Life below Water – Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable development.

15. Life on Land – Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss.

16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions – Promote peaceful and inclusive
societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build
effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels.

17. Partnerships for the Goals – Strengthen the means of implementation and
revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development.

All goals are interrelated in order to improve life for future well-being.

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
ESD is a process of transforming SD concept through teaching and learning.
ESD does not integrate content of SDGs but it creates interactive teaching
and learning in producing life-long learners. It can be done through formal and
an informal learning. Through ESD, citizens for future generations will have
knowledge and skills about sustainability. ESD expects that it would be able
to change the society’s perception to be more affectionate and appreciate the
nature – ecosystem in ensuring the well-being.
4

1.3 SDG 6 – Clean Water and Sanitation
In SDG 6, the objective is to ensure the availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all. This is due to the global
freshwater problems. Fresh water ecosystem is vital for human healthy living,
environmental sustainability and economic prosperity.
Healthy living refers to good physical and mental health. Every human needs
a balance diet and a sufficient water to ensure the digestive system functions
properly. In addition, toxic from digestive system byproducts can be flush out.
Environmental sustainability refers to the ability to maintain qualities that are
valued in the physical environment (Sutton, 2004). For example, in order to
have a healthy life, human needs clean water, unpolluted air and
environment. We must make sure that our natural environment would not
decline in term of its quality.
Economic prosperity refers to the quality of life in ensuring every individual to
be having an equal living standard in a competitive economic world.
Nevertheless, in spite of the search for wealth and material goals, it is
essential for individuals to be well-balanced in terms of physical, mental and
spiritual aspects.
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1.4 Values of Water from the Islamic Perspective
Water is greatly used in our daily life, including among Muslims. In Islam,
water is considered important and valuable resource not only because of its
usage in sustaining life but also due to its necessity in performing the act of
worship (ibadah). In Islam, a person is supposed to use water to cleanse body
and to perform wudhu' before he could pray. Thus, matters related to
sustainability of water is given much emphasis in Islam.
There is also a mineral water which popular among Muslims due to some
spiritual and health reasons called the zam-zam water. The zam-zam water
could only be found in the Holy Land of Mecca and is said to have unique
components of molecules. It is also believed that mineral water, being read
certain verses from the Holy Quran, could also act as a curing element in
alternative medicine.
Besides, there are also many stories related to water in the Holy Quran.
Among stories related to water in the Holy Quran is the story of Prophet
Moses and Pharoah, the story of Prophet Noah and his ark, the story of
Prophet Yunus and the whale and the story of Prophet Ismail and the zamzam water. Other than that, the Holy Quran also describes extensively the
scenery in the Paradise which consists of various kinds of rivers including the
river of milk, the river of wine and the river of honey.
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1.5 Water Ethics
Water ethics are important in ensuring clean water resources as it helps
preserve for the future. Allah SWT has clearly mentioned in Surah al-An’aam,
verse 99, the significance of water as the source of life, enhancing the flourish
of fruits and plant for human sustenance.
“It is He Who sent down rain from the skies: with it We produce vegetation of
all kinds: from some We produce green [crops], out of which We produce
grain, heaped up [at harvest]; out of the date-palm and its sheaths [or spathes]
[come] clusters of dates hanging low and near: and [then there are] gardens
of grapes, and olives, and pomegranates, each similar [in kind] yet different
[in variety]: when they begin to bear fruit, feast your eyes with the fruit and the
ripeness thereof. Behold! in these things there are signs for people who
believe.”
From the Ibn Kathir tafseer (interpretation), this verse carries the meaning
that Allah sends down water as a blessing and provision for the servants,
relief and means of survival for the creatures and mercy for His creations.
Verily, the verse highlights that without water, life will cease to exist. Thus,
matters related to sustainability of water are given much emphasis in Islam
for the goodness of all the life forms.
It is very vital for mankind to conserve and preserve water resource as it is a
responsibility that Allah SWT has entrusted because man plays the role of the
khalifah (leader) in this universe. Therefore, proper water management and
efficient water use is not an alternative. Yet, it is an individual responsibility
that will later be questioned by Allah in the hereafter.
Water as sign of Allah SWT’s Greatness as a Creator
The creation of water as a “non-living” substance is a sign of Allah SWT’s
Greatness and Mercy to mankind. Allah SWT’s water creation is different to
the man-made due to the spiritual elements that combine together with its
creation. Man-made innovation is tangible in nature yet it has no soul.
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1.6 Water Sources
Water is a source of life,
livings and prosperity. It is as
well an important input for
almost all types of
the
productions,
agricultures,
industries, energy, transport
and so on (Grey and Sadoff,
2007). It is an essential
element in maintaining the
life and it is needed for the
survival of all organisms
(Azlan et al., 2012). Water
resources are sources of
water that are valuable and potentially useful to humans. It has been known
for millennia that human survival and ecosystem conservation depends on
the reliable availability of adequate water of appropriate quality (Asian Water
Development Outlook, 2007). Without water, all forms of life could never
existed and will not survive. The earth is probably the only planet in the vast
universe that has lives on it and the only reason is because the earth is
blessed with abundant water (Zakaria et al., 2011).
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So where the water comes from?
Rain

Surface Sources

Rain is a major source of
fresh water. It is the
condensed form of the
water vapor in our
atmosphere. Rain water
accumulates on the
earth to form our surface
sources and ground
sources.

Water that can be seen
on the surface of the
earth such as lakes,
reservoirs, streams,
seas, irrigation canals
etc. are surface sources.
They are usually formed
due to rains or melting of
snow.

Desalination

Ground Sources

A man-made process
which involved the
converting of the sea
water to fresh water. It’s
quite an expensive
process. The most
common processes used
for desalination are
‘distillation’ and ‘reverse
osmosis’.

Water that is found
underground. Springs,
wells, infiltration wells
are sources that must be
dug out.
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1.7 Water Saving

Water saving or water conservation is an effort of utilizing water
efficiently without wasting it. This is necessary because our mother
earth will face insufficient fresh water in the future. As a responsible
citizen, we need to be committed in ensuring that no wastage of water
occurs at home or in school.

1.8 Water Reuse

Water reuse is a water that has been used and
can be used with different purposes. For
example, water from washing machine can be
used to clean the drain or wash a car. This
situation can save your water consumption.
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1.9 Water Recycle
Water recycle refers to waste water that has been treated and can be
reused with different purposes. For example, waste water from household
such as greywater can be treated through filtration and can be used to
water the plant. In this case, the used of fresh water can be reduced and
it as well promotes an efficient use of the greywater.

1.10 Framework
In this module, the theory of constructivism is used. Through constructivism,
children are given the opportunities to explore the activities in order to build
their own understanding about certain concepts. The activities should be
hands-on as it allows children to learn by executing the tasks given. This
learning approach would provide a meaningful learning experience to the
children.
To implement constructivism approach in a classroom, certain strategies
could be used such as inquiry-based learning or problem-based learning.
Both strategies use questions to stimulate children’s curiosity.
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Theory of Constructivism

Guided
Inquiry

Problem Based
Learning + 5Ts

Experiential
Learning

Figure 1. Framework for Teaching Strategies

Why Inquiry?
Inquiry is an interactive, question-driven, exploratory and explanatory
approach (The Access Center, 2000) that helps children to be active during
the learning process. The main objective of this approach is to develop
children's understanding through the hands-on and minds-on activity. In
addition, the inquiry approach is strongly encouraged as it is in line with the
requirements of the National Preschool Standard Document. In fact, this
approach is able to develop the children’s potential to an optimum level of all
aspects according to children’s uniqueness (Noraini and Nik Noriah, 1992). It
as well allows children to “perceive” their thinking and analyze the knowledge
in the activity (Dyasi, 2000). Dyasi also pointed out that inquiry may contribute
to social and intellectual development of the children.
Based on the literature, there are three types of inquiry, namely; structured
inquiry, guided inquiry and open inquiry. Refer to Table 1.
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Table 1
Types of Inquiry (adapted from The Access Center, 2000)
Types of Inquiry
Structured Inquiry

Characteristics
Teachers instruct children to do step-by-step
investigation based on the hands-on activities. The
activities are selected by teachers. Answers are
given to the children.

Guided Inquiry

Teachers guide children to investigate based on the
hands-on activities. The activities are selected by
teachers. Teachers discuss with children in finding
the answers.

Open Inquiry

Children conduct investigations based on hands-on
activities. The activities are chosen by children.
Children look for answers / solutions based on their
observations.

In this module, guided inquiry is suggested as it conforms to the 21st century
learning style where student centered learning is emphasized. In guided
inquiry, a teacher will act as a facilitator in guiding children to explore the
activities. Questions are essential as it stimulates children’s thinking.
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Steps in implementing Guided Inquiry
Teacher RAISES several questions such as:
i. Why do we need to water the plant?
ii.Can we water the plant by using greywater?

Teacher GUIDES students to set up the
apparatus to reuse greywater to water the plant
i.How do we set up the apparatus?
ii. Can the plant survive?

Teacher ASKS questions such as :
i. Is there any excess water after watering the
plant?
ii. Can we reuse the excess water to rewater the
same plant?
Teacher should allow students to DISCUSS in
finding answers.

Teacher should allow students to OBSERVE
the experimental result and discuss the use
of greywater
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Problem-based Learning (PBL) & 5Ts of Action Learning
In PBL, an ill structured problem is needed. According to Shin and McGee
(2003), ill structured problem is a problem where students face regularly in
daily life. For this reason, a teacher should be able to develop an ill structured
problem. In this module, PBL will integrate with 5Ts of Action Learning
developed by Wildlife Environment Society of South Africa (WESSA).
PBL helps students to be more critical, analytical and self-directed learner. In
this module, we suggested 5 steps of PBL.
Problem presented
to the group

Group discussion

Doing
research/fieldwork

Group discussion

Final presentation

First step, a teacher will present an ill-structured problem to students by
asking simple questions related to students’ daily life. This step is significant
to stimulate students’ thinking.
Second step, students will discuss the solution based on their experience –
from what they know.
Third step, students will explore by doing research or fieldwork. They will
have a work plan to set up the activity. In this step, guidance from a teacher
is needed.
Fourth step, students will discuss and do the hands-on activity. The consent
from all members is important to ensure every members contributes idea.
Last step, students will present the solution.
In this module, we infused 5Ts of Action Learning in PBL method to enhance
the social learning among the students.
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The 5Ts of action learning consists of:
Thinking or reflection, based on a given issue or question, students will think
and reflect to what they know and don’t know.
Touch, fieldwork encounters, students will discuss and explore on the best
solution of the issues. They will have their work plan.
Take-action, based on their work plan, students will do the hands-on activity.
Tune-in, students will use the knowledge that they have to make sense on
what they see and experiencing.
Talk, students will have dialogue about the solutions based on their
knowledge, understanding and experience.

Figure 2: The 5Ts of Action Learning for framing a deliberative nexus learning
environment
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Steps in implementing Problem-Based Learning (PBL) & 5Ts of Action
Learning

1

2

3

4

5

•Teacher ASKS simple issues or questions related to students’
daily life to stimulate students' thinking or reflection (Think students will reflect and revise)

•Students DISCUSS the solutions of the issues based on the
experience. (Touch - do the fieldwork)

•Teacher guides students to EXPLORE the best solution based
on their experience and have work plan (Take-action - do it)

•Students will discuss and DO the work plan (Tune-in - plan
together)

•Students will PRESENT solutions based on their knowledge,
understanding and experience to the class. (Talk - have
dialogue)

17

2.0 ACTIVITIES
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Activity 1: Greywater Filtration

Background
Greywater is waste water from household except waste water from the toilet.
It may contain bleach, dirt, bacteria, hair, grease, etc. According to Lesiker,
et.al. (2005), greywater can be reused for gardening, landscaping, etc. In
ensuring that the concept of reuse and recycle can be understood, filtration
of greywater is carried out. This activity can save water consumption and
money.
Objectives and Values
•
•
•

Introduce the concept of greywater.
Introduce the concept of water recycled.
Create awareness that greywater can be used for different purposes.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to:
• Define what greywater is.
• Define what is water recycled.
• Conduct an experiment of greywater filtration.
Teaching Strategies
There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose either
one.
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as:
• After taking shower, where did the water go? – introduce the
greywater concept.
• Can we reuse the greywater?
• How can we reuse the greywater?
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Step 2
Teacher guides students to set up the filter by asking
• How can we set up the filter?
• Does it work?
Materials
• 1 recycle bottle
• Large gravel
• Fine gravel
• Course sand
• Fine sand
• Activated carbon
• Cotton
• Coffee filter
Procedures
i.
Cut bottle into 2 parts – label it as upper part labelled as A and
bottom part labelled as B.
ii.
Put inverted A into B.
iii.
Fill A with:
a. Coffee filter
b. Cotton
c. Activated carbon
d. Fine sand
e. Course sand
f. Fine gravel
g. Large gravel
iv.
Pour selected greywater.
v.
Observe the colour of greywater.
vi.
Use treated greywater as plant watering.
Step 3
Teacher asks questions such as
• Why did we use activated carbon?
• Why the layer is composed coffee filter to large gravel?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding the answers.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe experimental result and discuss about
the use of filtered greywater in overcoming the fresh water shortage.
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A

B

Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple issues or questions related to students’ daily life to
stimulate students' thinking or reflection (Think -students will reflect and
revise)
• After taking shower, where did the water flow? – Introduce the
greywater concept.
• Can we reuse greywater?
• How can we reuse greywater?
Step 2
Students discuss the solutions of the issues based on the experience
(Touch - do the fieldwork).
Example of greywater reuse:
• Greywater reuse – revisited Banglore, India
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-VmVC0K8v8
•

Where does the water go? - Sewerage treatment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAcZrC1wnss

Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solution based on their
experience and have a work plan (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• 1 recycle bottle
• Large gravel
• Fine gravel
• Course sand
• Fine sand
• Activated carbon
• Cotton
• Coffee filter
Procedures
• Cut bottle into 2 parts – label it as upper part labelled as A and
bottom part labelled as B.
• Put inverted A into B.
• Fill A with:
o Coffee filter
o Cotton
o Activated carbon
o Fine sand

A

B
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•
•
•

o Course sand
o Fine gravel
o Large gravel
Pour selected greywater.
Observe the colour of greywater.
Use treated greywater as plant watering.

Step 4
Students discuss and do the procedures (Tune-in -plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own filter
• Teacher should allow students to observe experimental result.
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and teachers
(Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss about the use of filtered
greywater in overcoming the fresh water shortage.
Resources
1. https://www.hpwd.org/s/Graywater-rdjj.pdf
2. https://www.ruaf.org/.../Greywater%20What%20it%20is%20and%20
How%20to%20tr.
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Activity 2: Desalination of Salt
Water

Background
Ocean has 3.5% or 35 parts per thousand (Science Daily, n.d). Can seawater
be used as a drinking water? Yes, it can be used as a drinking water by using
desalination process. Desalination is a process of extracting the minerals
from salt water. It involves evaporation and condensation process. By using
this process, salt water can be used as a drinking water.
Objectives and Values
•
•
•
•

Introduce the concept of desalination.
Introduce the concept of evaporation and condensation.
Introduce the concept of water recycled.
Create awareness that salt water can be used for different purposes.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what desalination through evaporation and condensation
process is.
• Define what salt water is.
• Define what is water recycled.
• Conduct an experiment of salt water desalination.
Teaching Strategies
There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose either
one.
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as
• Can we drink salt water? – Why?
• Do you have any suggestions on how to drink salt water?
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Step 2
Teacher guides students to set up the apparatus for the desalination of salt
water
• How can we set up the apparatus?
• Does it work?
Materials
• 1 recycle plastic container
• Salt water (water and salt)
• Straw
• Plasticine
• A small recycle plastic container
• Plastic cling wrap
• Cellophane tape
Procedures
• Mix some salt into one cup (100 ml) water. Make sure the water is
salty.
• Pour the salted water from the cup into the plastic container.
• Place the small container in the centre of the plastic container.
• Cover the plastic container tightly with plastic cling wrap. Then put
plastic container covers on the top of plastic cling wrap.
• Put the plastic container at a safe and clean place with direct
sunlight. Make sure that the experiment place gets the most sunlight.
• This process will take several hours.
• Observe the amount of water accumulated on the plastic cling wrap
and flow down to the small container. The process involved
evaporation and condensation.
• Taste the water.
Step 3
Teacher ask questions such as
• Can we drink desalinated water? Is it safe?
• If this activity is done at night, does the same thing happened?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding answers for the questions
above.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe experimental result and discuss about
the use of salt water as drinking water.
24

Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think students will reflect and revise)
• Can we drink salt water? – Why?
• Do you have any suggestions on how to drink salt water?
Step 2
Students discuss the solutions of the issues based on the experience
(Touch - do the fieldwork).
Example of how desalination work:
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_H8EDLFNDtI
Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solution based on their
experience and have a work plan (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• 1 recycle plastic container
• Salt water (water and salt)
• Straw
• Plasticine
• A small recycle plastic container
• Plastic cling wrap
• Cellophane tape
Procedures
• Mix some salt into one cup (100 ml) water. Make sure the water is
salty.
• Pour the salted water from the cup into the plastic container.
• Place the small container in the centre of the plastic container.
• Cover the plastic container tightly with plastic cling wrap. Then put
plastic container covers on the top of plastic cling wrap.
• Put the plastic container at a safe and clean place with direct
sunlight. Make sure that place get the most sunlight.
• This process will take several hours.
• Observe the amount of water accumulated on the plastic cling wrap
and flow down to the small container. The process involved
evaporation and condensation.
• Taste the water.
25

Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own apparatus
• Teacher should allow students to observe experimental result
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss about salt water as
drinking water.
Resources
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGwGcMsaKt4
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ylt69-QwcA
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Activity 3: Plant in a Bottle Water

Background
Watering the plant can cause wastage of water. The excess water can be
reused to watering the plant again. The usage of the clean water can be
saved.
Objectives and Values
•
•

Introduce the concept of water reused.
Create awareness that excess water from watering plant can be
used to watering the plant again.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what is water reused.
• Conduct an experiment.
Teaching Strategies
There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose either
one.
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as
• Why do we need to water the plant?
• Can we use greywater to water the plant?
Step 2
Teacher guides students to set up the apparatus for reused water from
watering plant.
• How can we set up the apparatus?
• Does the plant survive?
Materials
• 1 recycle plastic bottle
• Knife/scissors
27

•

Thread

Procedures
• Cut the middle part of the bottle.
• Put soil in the bottle.
• Sprout the seeds.
• Put a small bowl at the end of a bottle.
Step 3
Teacher asks questions such as
• Is there any excess water after watering the plant?
• Can we reuse excess water to water the same plant?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding answers.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe experimental result and discuss about
the water reuse.

Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think students will reflect and revise)
• Why do we need watering the plant?
• Can we reuse the access water from watering plant?
Step 2
Students discuss the answers among them (Touch - do the fieldwork)
• Water, water everywhere:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwpHMPH-WbM
Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the possible solutions and findings
(Take-action - do it)
Materials
• 1 recycle plastic bottle
• Knife/scissors
• Thread
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Procedures
• Cut the middle part of the bottle.
• Put soil in the bottle
• Sprout the seeds.
• Hang a small bowl at the end of a bottle using thread.
Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own apparatus
• Teacher should allow students to observe the experiment result
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss about water reuse.
Resources
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wxrqms36eU0
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJJvghf1E7A
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Activity 4: Grey Water Electro

Background
Grey Water Electro is a possible way of a water treatment that used electricity
through electrocoagulation process. With this process, all impurities will
accumulate at the water surface or at the bottom of the water.
Objectives and Values
•
•

Introduce the concept of grey water electro.
Create awareness that impurities from greywater can be separated
using electricity.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what grey water electro is.
• Explain the electrocoagulation process.
• Conduct an experiment.
Teaching Strategies
There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose either
one.
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as
• Why do we need to treat greywater?
• Can you list the impurities in greywater?
• Why electricity can accumulate impurities from grey water?
Step 2
Teacher guides students to set up the apparatus for grey water electro
• How can we set up the apparatus?
• Does the treated grey water is acidic or alkaline?
Materials
• 1 power source – DC/ battery-6V or 9V
• 2 alligator leads
• 2 plastic bottles as a container
• 2 carbons/lead pencils as an electrode
30

•
•

pH indicator stripe
A piece of cardboard – to hold the electrode

Procedures
• Cut a plastic bottles into half.
• Fill up with 200 ml of grey water.
• Set up the circuit by putting the carbon (lead pencils) as electrodes.
• Switch on the power supply – 8V to 10V.
• Observe the result.
• Test the treated grey water with pH indicator stripe.
Step 3
Teacher asks questions such as
•
•
•

Does treated grey water smelly?
Does treated grey water is acidic or alkaline?
Can we reuse treated grey water to watering the same plant? –
Why?

Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding answers.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe experimental result and discuss about
the use of treated greywater through electrocoagulation.
Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think students will reflect and revise)
• Why do we need to treat greywater?
• Can you list the impurities in greywater?
• Why electricity can accumulate impurities from grey water?
Step 2
Students discuss the answers among them (Touch - do the fieldwork)
• Water story, electrocoagulation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qc-DtdzYeiE
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Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solutions (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• 1 power source - DC
• 2 alligator leads
• 2 plastic bottles as a container
• 2 carbons/lead pencils as an electrode
• pH indicator stripe
Procedures
• Cut a plastic bottle into half.
• Fill up with 200 ml of grey water.
• Set up the circuit by putting the carbon (lead pencils) as electrodes.
• Switch on the power supply – 8V to 10V.
• Observe the result.
• Test the treated grey water with pH indicator stripe.
Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own apparatus
• Teacher should allow students to observe experimental result
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to present about greywater treatment
through electrocoagulation.
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Activity 5: Recycle Air Conditioner Water

Background
Conserving water is one of the prime things that we can do to help the
environment. Reusing the water from the drip tray of your air conditioner is a
great way to dispose the water. By recycling a/c water, it can be used to water
indoor and outdoor plants and it as well helps save the fresh water.
Objectives and Values
•
•
•

Introduce the concept of air conditioner (a/c) condensation water.
Introduce the concept of water reused/ recycled.
Create awareness that a/c condensate water can be used for
watering plants in the garden.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what a/c condensation water is.
• Define what is water recycled / reused.
• Conduct or build drip tray/barrel or pipe to dispose the water to
garden or plants.
Teaching Strategies
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as
• What is a/c condensation water? – Introduce the a/c condensate
water & the concept of recycling a/c water.
• Can we reuse water from a/c condensation water?
• How can we reuse a/c condensation water?
Step 2
Teacher guides students to set up the barrel for condensate a/c water.
Materials
• 1 large barrel/ tank
• 3 pipes
• Connector
• 1 garden hose
• 1 water hose
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Procedures
• Prepare 1 barrel below a/c to collect water
from air conditioner unit.
• Make a hole on the barrel and insert water
hose pipe to the drip hole.
• Connects piping from the internal air
conditioning unit to the barrel.
• Connects garden hose to the water hose and
pour water to the plants.
Step 3
Teacher asks questions such as
• Is it safe to use a/c water for plants?
• Why we use recycling a/c water for watering the plants?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding the answer.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe the process of saving and diverting the
a/c waste water to watering the plants.
Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think students will reflect and revise)
• What is a/c condensation water? – introduce the a/c condensate
water & the concept of recycling a/c water.
• Can we reuse water from a/c condensation water?
• How can we reuse a/c condensation water?
Step 2
Students discuss the answers among them (Touch - do the fieldwork)
• Water recycle from air condition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyLCfRqWm28
Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solutions (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• 1 large barrel/ tank
• 3 pipes
• Connector
• 1 garden hose
• 1 water hose
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Procedures
• Prepare 1 barrel below a/c to collect water from air conditioner unit.
• Make a hole on the barrel and insert water hose pipe to the drip hole.
• Connect piping from the internal air conditioning unit to the barrel.
• Connect garden hose to the water hose and pour water to the plants.
Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own apparatus.
• Teacher should allow students to observe experimental result.
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Tune-in and Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss about diverting the a/c
waste water to watering the plants.
Resources
• https://www.researchgate.net/publication/255619095_The_environm
ental_benefits_of_water_recycling_and_reuse
• https://removeandreplace.com/2015/06/30/how-to-divert-waterdripping-outside-from-an-air-conditioner-window-unit/
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Activity 6: Rainwater Harvesting Spectrum

Background
Rainwater harvesting is a way or technique for reusing by collecting or
storing the water. It is collected from different types of surfaces or places,
rooftops and gutters.
Objectives and Values
•
•
•

Introduce the concept of rainwater harvesting.
Create awareness about the importance of water management.
Create awareness about the importance of water conservation.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what rainwater is harvesting.
• Conduct an experiment.
Teaching Strategies
There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose either
one.
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as:
• Where is the water flowing when there are no gutters?
• What is the advantage of having gutters?
Step 2
Teacher guides students to set up the apparatus for rainwater harvesting
spectrum
• How can we set up the apparatus?
• How much water can be collected during raining season?
Materials
•
•
•

Short piece of corrugated plastic/tin/wood (2 feet × 2 feet).
Sprinkling can simulate a rain event.
Short piece of gutter to divert the water.
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•
•

Container to hold water from the gutter.
Bucket or container to catch the water.

Procedures
• Have two students hold the short piece of corrugated plastic/tin (one
on each side) and a third student to use the sprinkling can.
• Sprinkle water onto the small roof to simulate a rain.
• Discuss where this water is going—running off of the roof; splashing
on the ground; and running off into a ditch, drain, and down the
watershed.
• Then slip the piece of gutter under the roof, slope it to one end, and
have a container there to catch the water.
• Discuss how much water per square foot of surface you can catch
(measure your roof to determine the area and amount of water).
Example: 2 feet × 2 feet = 4 square feet of surface. Approximately .6
gallons of water per square foot per 1 inch of rainfall. 4 × .6 = 2.4
gallons of runoff.
Step 3
Teacher asks questions such as:
• Why should we use rainwater harvesting?
• Does harvested rainwater saving water usage?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding the answer.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe the process of rainwater harvesting and
discuss on how rainwater harvesting save your water bill.

Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think students will reflect and revise)
• Where is the water flowing when there are no gutters?
• What is the advantage of having gutters?
Step 2
Students discuss the answers among them (Touch - do the fieldwork)
• Methods of roof top rainwater harvesting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yU_EX1rD63c
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Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solutions (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• Short piece of corrugated plastic/tin/wood (2 feet × 2 feet).
• Sprinkling can to simulate a rain event.
• Short piece of gutter to divert the water.
• Container to hold water from the gutter.
• Bucket or container to catch the water.
Procedures
• Have two students hold the short piece of corrugated plastic/tin (one
on each side) and a third student to use the sprinkling can.
• Sprinkle water onto the small roof to simulate a rain.
• Discuss where this water is going—running off of the roof; splashing
on the ground; and running off into a ditch, drain, and down the
water shed.
• Then slip the piece of gutter under the roof, slope it to one end, and
have a container there to catch the water.
• Discuss how much water per square foot of surface you can catch
(measure your roof to determine the area and amount of water).
Example: 2 feet × 2 feet = 4 square feet of surface. Approximately .6
gallons of water per square foot per 1 inch of rainfall. 4 × .6 = 2.4
gallons of runoff.
Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own rainwater
harvesting model.
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss the advantage of using
rainwater harvesting and on how rainwater harvesting save your
water bill.
Resources
•

http://www.twdb.texas.gov/conservation/education/doc/RWH_Youth_
Education_Manual_2014_0923.pdf
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Activity 7: Don’t Pollute Water

Background
Polluted water is water that is not safe or healthy for people and animals to
drink or utilize. It usually becomes polluted when we add bad things to it. For
example, we throw rubbish into the river. Polluted river can harm and kill the
aquatic life.
Objectives and Values
•
•

Introduce the condition of polluted water.
Create awareness of the consequences of polluted water.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what water pollution is.
• Conduct an activity to demonstrate how water is polluted.
Teaching Strategies
There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose either
one.
Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as:
• Can we use polluted water?
• Can we treat polluted water? How?
Step 2
Teacher guides students to make a model of a polluted river
• How can we make a model of polluted river?
• Is it possible?
Materials
• A hose or bucket to provide a source of water.
• A small spade.
• Guttering or halved swimming pool hose.
• Basin or 2ℓ plastic bottle for the dam.
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•
•
•
•
•

Sand, food colourants, lentils and other harmless substances that can
be used as pollutants.
Bottles, jars.
Plastic bottle for bottling polluted water.
Spoons.
Paper, pens and coloured pencils.

Procedures
• Make a table showing pollutants that could be found in a river that
flows through a city.
• Think of safe, cheap, easily obtainable ingredients that could be used
to represent the pollutants.
• Decide on the amount of each pollutant you will add to your river. Give
reasons for your choice
• Design and build a short river in the school ground. You will need a
source of water and a dam at the end.

•
•
•

Pour the water into the model. As the water flows down the river, the
pollutants can be added.
Collect the polluted water in a bottle.
Write a label for the bottle of polluted water. The label must show what
is in the water. Keep this bottle in your classroom to remind you that
we need to care for our rivers.

Step 3
Teacher ask questions such as
• Can we clean this water?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding answers.
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Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe the activity result and discuss about the
consequences of polluted water.
Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks simple questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think students will reflect and revise)
• What are the examples of polluted rivers in our country?
• Can we use polluted water?
• Can we treat water that is polluted?
Step 2
Students discuss the answers among them (Touch - do the fieldwork)
• Malaysia’s dirtiest rivers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HRcU1cctqs
Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solutions (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• A hose or bucket to provide a source of water.
• A small spade.
• Guttering or halved swimming pool hose.
• Basin or 2ℓ plastic bottle for the dam.
• Sand, food colourants, lentils and other harmless substances that can
be used as pollutants.
• Bottles, jars.
• Plastic bottle for bottling polluted water.
• Spoons.
• Paper, pens and coloured pencils.
Procedures
• Make a table showing pollutants that could be found in a river that
flows through a city.
• Think of safe, cheap, easily obtainable ingredients that could be used
to represent the pollutants.
• Decide on the amount of each pollutant you will add to your river. Give
reasons for your choice
• Design and build a short river in the school ground. You will need a
source of water and a dam at the end.
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•
•
•

Pour the water into the model. As the water flows down the river, the
pollutants can be added.
Collect the polluted water in a bottle.
Write a label for the bottle of polluted water. The label must show what
is in the water. Keep this bottle in your classroom to remind you that
we need to care for our rivers.

Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own apparatus
• Teacher should allow students to observe experimental result
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss on how to minimize river
pollution in Malaysia.
Resources:
• http://www.waterwise.co.za/export/sites/waterwise/education/activities/dont-pollute/
downloads/Respect_our_Rivers.pdf
• http://www.waterwise.co.za/site/education/activities/dont-pollute/
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Activity 8: Watering Garden

Background
Watering garden by using recycling air condition water. According to Alliance
for Water Efficiency (2018), a window air condition will collect about 3.78 to
7.57 liter. With this amount of water, it can be reused to watering plant.
Objectives and Values
•
•

Introduce the concept of water recycled.
Create awareness that water from air condition can be used for
different purposes.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this activity, students should be able to
• Define what is water recycled.
• Conduct an activity to build piping from air condition to watering plant.
Teaching Strategies
•

There are two proposed teaching strategies and teacher can choose
either one.

Guided Inquiry
Step 1
Teacher raises several questions such as:
• Can we use water from air condition? Why?
• Do we need to treat water from air condition?
Step 2
Teacher will guide students to set up the piping by asking
• How can we set up the piping?
• Does it work?
Materials
• Area with air condition.
• Used rubber hose with sufficient length.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black Rubbish Bin.
Submersible Filtering Pump.
16 mm Polypipe.
Silver shine/ plastic bag.
Polybags.
Coco peat.
1.2 mm Capillary Tube.
Dripper.
Timer.
Power Supply.

Procedures
• Connect the other sides of rubber hose to air condition’s pipe.
• Then, connect the ‘drain pipe’ to the ‘black rubbish bin’, to allow the
air condition’s water will be collected.
• Install ‘submersible filtering pump’ into the ‘black rubbish bin’.
• Connect ‘outlet check valve’ with the ‘16 mm poly pipe’.
• ‘16 mm poly pipe’ stretched over 10 feet on the crop site that covered
with ‘silver shine’
• 20 units of ‘polybags’ that have been filled with ‘cocopeat’, are
arranged on the right and left side of ‘16 mm poly pipe’ with a distance
of 1 feet each.
• 20 units of ‘1.2 mm capillary tube’, stabbed on a ‘16 mm poly pipe’
surface with a distance of 1 feet each.
• Connect ‘1.2 mm capillary tube’ with ‘dripper’ and pin on ‘cocopeat’
surface.
• Connect the ‘submersible filtering pump switch’, to the ‘timer’ and
connect the timer to the ‘power source’.
• Set time on ‘timer’, to allow scheduled flushing.
Step 3
Teacher asks questions such as:
• Why we use timer?
• Why is too much water being discharged by an air conditioner?
Step 4
Teacher allows students to discuss in finding answers.
Step 5
Teacher allows students to observe activity result and discuss about the use
of water from air condition.
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Problem-Based Learning & 5Ts of Action Learning
Step 1
Teacher asks questions to enhance students’ curiosity (Think - students will
reflect and revise)
• Can we use water from air condition? Why?
• Do we need to treat water from air condition?
Step 2
Students discuss the answers among them (Touch - do the fieldwork)
• Water from air condition
https://www.buildinggreen.com/blog/revised-air-conditionercondensate-calculator-available-buildinggreencom
Step 3
Teacher guides students to explore the best solutions (Take-action - do it)
Materials
• Area with air condition
• Used rubber hose with sufficient length
• Black Rubbish Bin
• Submersible Filtering Pump
• 16 mm Poly pipe
• Silver shine/ plastic bag
• Polybags
• Cocopeat
• 1.2 mm Capillary Tube
• Dripper
• Timer
• Power Supply
Procedures
• Connect the other sides of rubber hose to air condition’s pipe.
• Then, connect the ‘drain pipe’ to the ‘black rubbish bin’, to allow the
air condition’s water will be collected.
• Install ‘submersible filtering pump’ into the ‘black rubbish bin’.
• Connect ‘outlet check valve’ with the ‘16 mm poly pipe’.
• ‘16 mm poly pipe’ stretched over 10 feet on the crop site that covered
with ‘silver shine’
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•

•
•
•

20 units of ‘polybags’ that have been filled with ‘cocopeat’, are
arranged on the right and left side of ‘16 mm poly pipe’ with a distance
of 1 feet each.
20 units of ‘1.2 mm capillary tube’, stabbed on a ‘16 mm poly pipe’
surface with a distance of 1 feet each.
Connect ‘1.2 mm capillary tube’ with ‘dripper’ and pin on ‘cocopeat’
surface.
Connect the ‘submersible filtering pump switch’, to the ‘timer’ and
connect the timer to the ‘power source’.

Step 4
Students discuss and do the activity (Tune-in – plan together)
• Teacher should encourage students to set up their own piping
system.
• Teacher should allow students to observe experimental result.
Step 5
Students present the solutions by having discussion with friends and
teachers (Talk)
• Teacher should allow students to discuss about the use of water from
air condition.
Resources
1. https://www.instructables.com/id/Self-Watering-Garden-Usingrecycled-water-from-a/
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztik_7KX6Tg
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